Abstract. We investigate projective varieties which are binary symmetric models of trivalent phylogenetic trees. We prove that they have Gorenstein terminal singularities and are Fano varieties of index 4 and dimension equal to the number of edges of the tree in question. Moreover any two such varieties which are of the same dimension are deformation equivalent, that is, they are in the same connected component of the Hilbert scheme of the projective space. As an application we provide a simple formula for computing their Hilbert-Ehrhart polynomial.
Introduction
The grand idea of phylogenetics is to reconstruct the historical relations between species by analyzing their present features and putting their common ancestors in a diagram which forms a tree. This leads to describing the evolution in terms of a Markov process on a tree. Subsequently, by looking at the distribution of random variables associated to this process one arrives at geometric models of phylogenetic trees, which eventually yields algebraic varieties. These, in turn, can be studied in purely algebro-geometric way in order to get algebraic relations which describe the dependency between the variables encoded in the underlying tree.
Our original task was to compute the Hilbert-Ehrhart polynomial for a variety arising as a binary symmetric model of trivalent phylogenetic trees. The Hilbert-Ehrhart polynomial provides information on the number of algebraic relations defining the variety in question. Unexpectedly, however, the polynomial does not depend on the shape of the tree but merely on its size, the number of leaves or, equivalently, the dimension of its geometric model. Looking for an explanation of this phenomenon we found one of the main results of the present paper, 2.24, which asserts that models of trees with the same number of leaves are deformation equivalent, that is, they are in the same connected component of the Hilbert scheme of the projective space in question (hence they have the same Hilbert polynomial).
The fact that the geometric models of trees modeling some processes-which are discrete objects-live in a connected continuous family of geometric objects probably deserves an explanation in terms of algebraic statistics or even biology (cf. [BHV] ). For the algebraic geometry part we have a natural question of irreducibility of the component of the Hilbert scheme containing these models and (if the irreducibility is confirmed) about varieties which arise as general deformations (that is, over a general point of the component of the Hilbert scheme in question). The question about a general deformation of the model is related to the other main result of the present paper, 2.15, which is that these models are index 4 Fano varieties with Gorenstein terminal singularities. Thus one would expect that their general deformation is a smooth Fano variety of index 4 (cf. [Na] ).
The present paper is organized as follows. We deal with varieties defined over the complex numbers. In the first section we recall and restate definitions and results about binary symmetric models of trivalent trees. We do it on the level of toric varieties, by defining toric data associated to a tree and then using a standard toric construction of associating a variety to a polytope in a lattice. For an explanation regarding the reduction to toric varieties we refer the reader to [StSu] and [ERSS] , with original derivations in [EiSt] and [SSE] ; another view is presented in [BuWi] .
In Section 1 we also present important technical results: a fiber product formula for polytopes of trees, 1.13, and its counterpart for varieties, a quotient formula 1.20 which is a special case of 1.19. The latter asserts that, under suitable assumptions, the toric variety associated to a fiber product of two polytopes is a Mumford's GIT (Geometric Invariant Theory) quotient of the product of the corresponding varieties. We note that 1.13 can be derived from [StSu] .
The second section of the present paper contains its main results. After a brief discussion of equations defining a geometric model of a tree, with special consideration of a tree with two inner nodes and four leaves, we examine fans of geometric models and resolution of their singularities, with 2.15 being the main structural result of this part. Next we consider deformations of models of trees. The approach is, roughly, as follows: we know how to deform equations of a small tree with four leaves and one inner edge, the result of the deformation is another tree with the inner edge "mutated":
Applying the GIT quotient formula, 1.19, we are able to use this elementary deformation associated to four-leaf trees to get a similar deformation for every inner edge of any tree, 2.22. This implies a result about deforming one geometric model to another, 2.24.
In the last part of Section 2, we discuss the Hilbert-Ehrhart polynomial of binary symmetric models of trivalent trees. We define a relative version of the polynomial and then a product of such polynomials which is related to gluing the corresponding trees. The deformation procedure implies associativity of the product which not only implies the invariance of the Hilbert-Ehrhart polynomial for trees with the same number of leaves but also provides a simple formula for computing it, 2.36.
In the appendix we prove that a fiber product of two polytopes admitting unimodular covers has this property as well, A.3. This provides a straightforward proof of normality of polytopes associated to trivalent trees and, what is equally important, it is used in constructing corresponding normal objects in the proofs of 1.19 and 2.24. We note that the part regarding normality of polytopes associated to trees follows from known results. Namely, in [StSu] it is proved that the ideal of the binary symmetric model of a trivalent tree has a Gröbner basis consisting of quadrics, hence by [St2, Prop. 13.15 ] the toric variety in question and its underlying polytope are normal.
In the last part of the appendix, using [polymake] software, we verify a simple (yet 9-dimensional) example to check that the polytope models of different trees in this case are different. The question if the models of non-isomorphic trees are non-isomorphic is open (cf. [AlRh] ).
The paper uses consistently the language of algebraic geometry, including toric geometry. We ignore relations to algebraic statistics and biology, suggesting the reader to look into [PaSt] , [SeSt] or [Fe] (or into [ERSS] for a concise exposition), to get an idea about the background of the problems that we deal with. It was our primary intention to make the paper self-contained so that it can be read by an algebraic geometer with no knowledge of its possible applications outside algebraic geometry. On the other hand, a reader who is not familiar with algebraic geometry but is interested in acquiring ideas which are important in our approach (regarding quotients and deformations) is advised to look into [Re] and [Alt] for a short exposition of these matters.
Notation
• |A| denotes the cardinality of a finite set A.
• A lattice is a finitely generated free abelian group.
• Depending on the context a subscript denotes the extension of the basic ring or a fiber of a morphism, e.g.
• Given a finite-dimensional vector space (or a lattice) V with a basis {v 1 , . . . , v n }, we will denote by {v * 1 , . . . , v * n } the dual basis of V * , that is,
• For a vector space V we denote by Symm(V ) its symmetric algebra.
Preliminaries: trees and toric geometry
1.1. Trees, lattices, polytopes Notation 1.1. A tree T is a simply connected graph (1-dimensional CW complex) with a set E = E(T ) of edges and V = V(T ) of vertices and the (unordered) boundary map ∂ : E → V ∧2 , where V ∧2 denotes the set of unordered pairs of distinct elements in V. We note that |V| = |E|+1 where |E| is assumed to be positive. We write ∂(e) = {∂ 1 (e), ∂ 2 (e)} and say v is a vertex of e or e contains v if v ∈ {∂ 1 (e), ∂ 2 (e)}; we then simply write v ∈ e. The valency of a vertex v is the number of edges which contain v (it is positive since T is connected and assumed to have at least one edge). A vertex v is called a leaf if its valency is 1, otherwise it is called an inner vertex or a node. If the valency of each inner node is m then the tree will be called m-valent. The sets of leaves and nodes will be denoted L and N , respectively, so V = L ∪ N . An edge which contains a leaf is called a petiole, an edge which is not a petiole is called an inner edge (or branch) , and the set of inner edges will be denoted by E o . Example 1.2. A caterpillar of length n is a 3-valent tree with n inner edges and n + 1 inner nodes which after removing all leaves and petioles becomes just a string of edges. That is, there are exactly two inner nodes to which there are attached two petioles, and any other inner node has exactly one petiole attached.
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Given a tree T we encode it in terms of dual lattices. Definition 1.3. Let T be a tree with the set V of vertices and E of edges. We define M = M(T ) = e∈E Z · e to be the lattice (free abelian group) spanned on the set E. Let N = N(T ) = Hom(M, Z) be the dual lattice. We represent elements of V as elements of N . Namely, for v ∈ V we set v(e) = 1 if e contains the vertex v and v(e) = 0 otherwise. The pair (M, N) together with the choice of the basis E of M and the set V ⊂ N is called the lattice pair of the tree T .
From this point on we identify the edges and vertices of T with the appropriate elements in M(T ) and N(T ). The elements of the basis of N dual to {e ∈ E} will be denoted by e * . Then for any v ∈ V we have, by definition, v = e v e * : M → Z. In particular, v is a leaf if and only if v = e * for some e which is a petiole for v. Let us recall that |V| = |E| + 1 so the set of vertices has to be linearly dependent in N. The set of vertices of T can be divided into two disjoint classes, say V = V − ∪ V + , each class consisting of vertices which can be reached from one another by passing through an even number of edges. The following observation is known. Let M = {u ∈ M R : ∀e ∈ E 0 ≤ e * (u) ≤ 1} be the unit cube in the space M R . If is a polytope in M R whose vertices are contained in the set of vertices of M then we call it a 0/1 polytope (or a subcube). Definition 1.6. Given a binary tree T with its lattice pair (M, N), its polytope model (T ) is a polytope in the lattice M which is the convex hull of {u = a i e i ∈ M : a i = 0, 1 and v(u) ∈ 2Z for every v ∈ N }.
We note that the vertices of are precisely those vertices of M which are in the sublattice M ⊂ M. The vertices of M can be interpreted as remainders of dividing elements of M by 2 or, in other words, as vectors in the linear space M Z 2 = M ⊗ Z Z 2 . Thus we get the following. Proof. We use 1.7: by 1.4 the v's in N are linearly independent in N ⊗ Z 2 so the dimension of the space of their zeros in M ⊗ Z 2 is |E| − |N | = |L| − 1. Example 1.9. An m-star tree is a tree with one inner node and m ≥ 3 leaves. The 3-star tree will be denoted byM M . The vertices of the polytope (M M ) with edges e 0 , e 1 , e 2 are as follows: 0, e 1 + e 2 , e 2 + e 0 and e 0 + e 1 so that (M M ) is a 3-dimensional tetrahedron.
If M ⊂ M is the sublattice spanned by the vertices of
We note that the inequalities defining (M M ) are as follows:
0 + e * 1 + e * 2 . Construction 1.10. A pointed tree (T , ) is a pair consisting of a tree T and a leaf ∈ L(T ). Given two pointed trees (T 1 , 1 ) and (T 2 , 2 ) we define their graft as follows: T = T 1 1 ∨ 2 T 2 is a tree obtained by removing from each T i the leaf i and identifying their respective petioles, which become an inner edge of the resulting tree T .
For example, a graft of two 3-star trees with distinguished leaves denoted by • is the following operation:
1 1 1
We note that any 3-valent tree is obtained from 3-star trees by a sequence of consecutive grafts.
Let us take two lattices M i , i = 1, 2, with distinguished bases {e i 0 , . . . , e i m 1 } and corresponding 0/1 polytopes i , with the sets of vertices A i . Let i = (e i 0 ) * : M i → Z be the projection to the zeroth coordinate; by abuse of notation, i will also denote its composition with the projection M 1 × M 2 → M i → Z. Now we can take the fiber product of these objects:
The proof of the following observation is fairly standard and we skip it. Lemma 1.11. In the above situation 
we denote by e 0 the element e 1 0 + e 2 0 . The resulting fiber product of tetrahedrons 
, and similarly for N's, M' and N 's. We set
If N i and N denote, respectively, the inner nodes of T i and T then N = ι 1 (N 1 ) ∪ ι 2 (N 2 ). Since N, N 1 , N 2 are defined by extending N , N 1 , N 2 by N /2, N 1 /2 and N 2 /2, respectively, it follows that N = N 1 + N 2 in N R . This implies the first equality of the lemma. Similarly, since the set N determines those vertices of M which span (T ) we get the second equality.
Thus, in view of the above result, the structure of the polytope (T ) can be described briefly as follows: (T ) is the fiber product of the polytopes of the star trees associated to the inner nodes of the tree, fibered over the relations encoded in the inner branches of the tree. Since (M M ) is a 3-dimensional tetrahedron, this is especially straightforward in the case of 3-valent trees because (T ) is then the product of copies of the tetrahedron labeled by the inner nodes of T , fibered by the relations presented by the inner branches of T .
Toric variety arising from a tree
First, we recall the construction of a projective toric variety from a lattice polytope of characters. For generalities regarding toric geometry we refer the reader to [Fu] and [Oda] . Let M and N be dual lattices of characters and 1-parameter subgroups for an algebraic torus
Equivalently, the second condition in the above definition can be restated as follows. Let M = M ⊕ Z and take an affine map i 1 : M → M such that i 1 (u) = (u, 1). Then is normal in M if and only if the semigroup spanned in M by i 1 ( ∩ M) is equal to the semigroup of lattice points in the cone spanned in M R by i 1 ( ), that is, the semigroup 
We note that in the above situation A( ) is a normal ring, that is, it is integrally closed in its field of fractions. This, by definition, is equivalent to saying that the affine spectrum Spec(A( )) is a normal affine variety. In fact, in such a case A( ) is the semigroup algebra of R ≥0 (i 1 ( )) ∩ M so Spec(A( )) is an affine toric variety with the big torus T N⊕Z . In the projective case we have the following general result which summarizes the properties of the projective model of a normal polytope (see [Oda, ], [St1] , [St2, Sect. 13] or [Fu] ).We denote Proj(Symm(A 1 )) ∼ = P | ∩ M|−1 by P .
Proposition 1.16. Suppose that is a normal polytope in the lattice M of characters of a torus T N . Then the following holds:
1. X( ) is a toric variety in the sense of [Oda] and [Fu] with the big torus T N which acts effectively on X( ) with an open orbit. Because of A.5 the polytope model (T ) of a 3-valent tree T is normal so we can consider its projective model as defined above.
X( ) is embedded in P as a projectively normal variety such that
H 0 (X( ), O X (d)) = A d .
The characters from ∩ M define a diagonal action of T N on P which restricts to the torus action on X( ) so that the inclusion
Definition 1.17. Let T be a 3-valent tree. Then the variety X(T ) := X( (T )) in the projective space P T := P (T ) is called the binary symmetric model of the tree T .
The above toric model of a phylogenetic tree is, in fact, obtained from a binary symmetric model in algebraic statistics via Fourier transform (or diagonalization). This reduction is explained in [StSu] and [ERSS] , with original derivations in [EvSp] and [SeSt] . Another purely algebro-geometric view is provided in [BuWi] . It is worth noting that the fiber product formula 1.13 as well as normality of (T ) (see A.5) are also consequences of results of [StSu] . More generally, using the language of [StSu] , its main theorem implies that group based models with friendly labeling functions yield polytopes that are fiber products.
1-parameter group action, quotients
In this section we consider quotients of projective varieties as in Mumford's GIT [Mu] . For a comprehensive exposition of the theory, including a relevant definition of good quotient we refer to [B-B] . In the present section as well as in Section 2.3 we consider an algebraic action of the multiplicative group C * on a projective variety X → P m . The action is given by a choice of weights, hence it extends to the affine cone over X which determines its linearization, its set of semi-stable points X ss and its good quotient X ss → X ss //C * (see Ch. 6] ).
Construction 1.18. Let i ⊂ ( M i ) R for i = 1, 2 be two lattice polytopes admitting unimodular covers, hence normal (see A.1), and let X( i ) ⊂ P n i −1 , where
we take the product polytope × = 1 × 2 which is also normal because of A.2. Then the associated toric variety
We lift i to the product of the lattices and on M 1 × M 2 we define the form 1 − 2 . It defines a diagonal action λ 1 − 2 of C * on X × ⊂ P n 1 n 2 −1 , which on the coordinate associated to χ (u 1 ,u 2 ) , where u i ∈ i ∩ M i , has the weight 1 (u 1 ) − 2 (u 2 ) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Accordingly, we regroup the coordinates of P n 1 n 2 −1 and write them as [z
depending on whether they are of weight −1, 0 and 1, respectively. That is,
The above formula defines an action of λ 1 − 2 on the cone over X × and thus a C * -linearization of the bundle O X × (1) in the sense of GIT. Denote by X 0 the intersection of X × with the complement of the space spanned on the eigenvectors of λ 1 − 2 of weight
. By A.4 the polytope is normal and thus we denote by X( ) its associated toric variety. Proof. The sections of O X × (m) for m > 0 make up a vector space spanned on χ u , where u ∈ m × ∩ M × . Among them, those which are invariant with respect to the action of λ 1 − 2 are associated to u's in the intersection with ker( 1 − 2 ), thus in m ∩ M. By the normality of (see A.4), the algebra of invariant sections is generated by those from O X × (1). Thus the set of semistable points of the action of λ 1 − 2 is where at least one of the coordinates z 0 j is non-zero and the quotient map is the projection to the weight zero eigenspace.
Example 1.21. Consider the C * -action on the product P 3 1 × P 3 2 given by the formula
where the superscripts of the coordinates indicate the factor in the product P 3 1 × P 3 2 . The following rational map P 3 1 × P 3 2 − → P 7 is λ-equivariant and regular outside the set
If [x 0 , . . . , x 7 ] are the coordinates in P 7 then the image of this map is the intersection of two quadrics, {x 0 x 7 = x 1 x 6 } ∩ {x 2 x 5 = x 3 x 4 }. The above claim will be clear if we write the functions z 1 i z 2 j in terms of characters of the relevant torus, which we denote by e 1 i and e 2 j , respectively. Namely, dividing the right hand side of the above displayed formula by z 1 0 z 2 0 we get the following sequence of rational functions (cf. 1. If we write the sums of the exponents of the above rational functions in M 1 ⊕ M 2 and set e 0 = e 1 0 + e 2 0 then we get the vertices of (M M ∨M M ) which we computed in Example 1.12.
Note that from the above formula one can read off the weights with which the 1-parameter groups λ (e i j ) * , i, j = 1, 2, associated to leaves, act on the quotient variety in P 7 .
Geometry of phylogenetic trees

Paths, networks and sockets
From now on we assume that T is a 3-valent tree and X(T ) in the space P T = P (T ) ∼ = P 2 |L|−1 −1 is its binary symmetric model defined by the polytope (T ). The linear coordinates on the ambient projective space are identified with the vertices of (T ) which are among the vertices of the cube M satisfying the parity relation with respect to the forms v ∈ N ⊂ N, as in 1.6. 
L which has an even number of elements; each socket of T is identified with its characteristic sequence. For any network of paths on T we define its socket µ( ) ⊂ L to be the set of leaves which are ending points of paths in .
Example 2.2. Let us consider a labeled 3-valent tree with four leaves. In the following diagram, in the upper row we draw all possible networks on this tree, where paths are denoted by solid line segments. In the lower row we write down the characteristic sequences of the respective sockets. Lemma 2.3. Let T be a 3-valent tree. Associating to a network the point u( ) = e (e) · e ∈ M(T ), where (e) = 1, 0 depending on whether e is on or not, defines a bijection between networks and vertices of (T ).
Proof. First note that u( ) ∈ (T ).
To define the inverse of → u( ), for any vertex u = e∈E e · e ∈ (T ) we define the support of u to consist of the edges of T whose contribution to u is non-zero, i.e. {e ∈ E : e * (u) = 1}. The parity condition (for all v ∈ N either v(u) = 0 or v(u) = 2) implies that these edges define a network on T .
We note that, because of 1.8, there are 2 |L|−1 networks. On the other hand, the association of the socket to a network gives a map from the set of networks to the subsets of leaves. This map is surjective, that is, every subset µ of L with an even number of elements is the socket of a network. Indeed, this follows by a straightforward induction with respect to the number of leaves of the tree: in the induction step we write a tree T n+1 with n + 1 leaves as a graft of a tree T n with n leaves and a 3-star treeM M and consider three cases depending on how many of the two new leaves replacing the single old one are in the set µ ⊂ L. Finally, because the number of all subsets of L with an even number of elements equals 2 |L|−1 we get the following.
Lemma 2.4. Let T be a 3-valent tree. Then associating to a network its socket defines a bijection between the set of networks of paths on T and the set of subsets of L which have an even number of elements.
Construction 2.5. Using networks and sockets, and the toric formalism, one can restate the inclusion X(T ) ⊂ P T as follows. Let M = κ =0 Z · κ be the free abelian group generated by the non-empty sockets of a tree T . We interpret the empty socket κ = 0 as the zero of the lattice. Define P L as the toric variety X( 0 ) associated to the unit simplex 0 in M spanned on the vectors of the distinguished basis. Now the bijective map sockets → networks gives rise to a homomorphism of lattices M → M(T ), where (recall 1.5), the latter lattice is spanned in M(T ) by the points associated to networks. This gives the identification P L = P T and a surjective map from the symmetric graded algebra spanned by all the sockets, which is just the algebra of polynomials C[χ κ ], to the algebra A( ), hence the inclusion X(T ) → P L (cf. Section 1.2).
As stated in 1.16, there is an action of the torus T N on P T which makes the embedding X(T ) → P T equivariant. Using the identification P T = P L we can easily describe the action of each leaf on P L . Namely, the 1-parameter group λ associated to a leaf acts on the coordinate x κ , where κ denotes the characteristic function of a socket, with weight κ( ) which is one if is in the socket and zero otherwise. If N L = v∈L Z · v is the sublattice of N spanned by the leaves and T N L = N L ⊗ Z C * its associated torus then the above rule defines an action of T N L on P L which, in fact, does not depend on the actual shape of the tree T but only on the labeling of the leaves.
Example 2.6. The equations defining in P T = P L the model of a tree with four leaves from Example 1.21 can be described in terms of relations between networks representing relevant points in (T ) (cf. Example 2.2). They are as follows:
In other words, using the coordinates x κ(1)···κ(4) in P L , the respective equations defining X(T ) are as follows:
Next, note that renumbering the leaves as below or, equivalently, changing the shape of a 3-valent tree connecting the four numbered leaves, produces the following equations, respectively: 1 1 1
We note that all the above equations involve only four quadratic monomials: x 0000 x 1111 , x 1100 x 0011 , x 1010 x 0101 , x 1001 x 0110 . Moreover, given any leaf , the 1-parameter group λ acts with weight 1 on each of these monomials. Thus the model in P L of each of the above three trees is invariant with respect to the action of T N L .
Dual polytopes, fans, resolutions and Fano varieties
In the situation of 1.15 the fan of the variety X( ) in N can be described in terms of its support functions [Oda, Thm. 2.22] or dual polytopes [Fu] .
Example 2.7. By looking at Example 1.9 and the inequalities which appear there we see that the fan of X(M M ) in N ⊃ N has rays generated by the following elements: −v/2 = −(e * 0 + e * 1 + e * 2 )/2, v/2 − e * 0 = (e * 1 + e * 2 − e * 0 )/2, v/2 − e * 1 = (e * 0 + e * 2 − e * 1 )/2, v/2 − e * 2 = (e * 0 + e * 1 − e * 2 )/2.
The formula from 1.13 can be used to describe the polytope dual to (T ), and hence to describe the fan of X(T ) for 3-valent trees.
Lemma 2.8. Let T be a 3-valent tree with n inner nodes. Then the polytope (T ) is defined in M R by the following 4n inequalities: for any inner node v ∈ N at which edges e v,0 , e v.1 , e v.2 meet, so that v = e * v.0 + e * v.1 + e * v.2 , we take
Proof. Let (T 1 , 1 ) and (T 2 , 2 ) be pointed trees.
by inequalities with respect to some forms w i j in (N i ) R then 1 × 2 is defined by the forms (w 1 j , 0) and (0, w 2 j ) in (N 1 ) R × (N 2 ) R . Then the classes of these forms in N = (N 1 × N 2 ) R /R( 1 − 2 ) define the fiber product of i 's. Therefore the lemma follows by induction with respect to the number of inner nodes of T .
Definition 2.9. For a binary symmetric 3-valent tree T we define a polytope 
Proof. The first equality is a restatement of 2.8, the second follows because the polar polytope of the polar is the original polytope [Fu, Sect. 1.5].
Notation 2.11. For any vertex u of (T ) we define its dual face u ⊥ = ∨ (T ) ∩ {w : w(4u − 2 σ ) = −1}. Let u ⊥ be the polytope which is the convex hull of u ⊥ and 0 ∈ N R , while u ⊥ will denote the cone spanned in N R by u ⊥ .
Let u be a vertex of (T ) which can be represented as a network of paths, (u). Then for v ∈ N the number v(u) is either 0 or 2, depending on whether or not (u) contains v, and similarly e * (u) is respectively 0 or 1. Thus (−v/2)(4u − 2 σ ) = −1 if v is in (u), and (−v/2)(4u − 2 σ ) = 3 otherwise. On the other hand, (v/2 − e * v.0 )(4u − 2 σ ) = −1 if either v is not in (u), or both v and e * v.0 are in (u). Finally, (v/2 − e * v.0 )(4u − 2 σ ) = 3 if v is in (u) but e * v.0 is not. Therefore, for any vertex u of (T ) and any node v ∈ N exactly three of the four points −v/2 = −(e * v.0 + e Example 2.12. We will visualize the points of N on the graph of the tree in the following way. Given a 3-valent node v with edges e v.0 , e v.1 , e v.2 , which for simplicity we just mark by numbers on the graph, the point −v/2 will be denoted by the dot at the vertex, while the point v/2 − e * v.0 by the secant opposite to the edge e v.0 :
Using this notation we can put in the same picture both the network of paths associated to a vertex u of (T ) and the corresponding points in u ⊥ . We draw only four out of eight networks from 2.2 since the others are obtained by renumbering the leaves. 
t t t
The first equality means that u ⊥ in this case is the union of the simplex with edges (e * 1 + e * 2 − e * 0 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 2 − e * 1 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 1 − e * 2 )/2, (e * 3 + e * 4 − e * 0 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 3 − e * 4 )/2 and another one with edges (e * 1 + e * 2 − e * 0 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 2 − e * 1 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 1 − e * 2 )/2, (e * 3 + e * 4 − e * 0 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 4 − e * 3 )/2. The common part of these two simplexes is the simplex with edges (e * 1 + e * 2 − e * 0 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 2 − e * 1 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 1 − e * 2 )/2, (e * 3 + e * 4 − e * 0 )/2, which contains e * 0 /2 = (e * 0 + e * 3 − e * 4 )/2 + (e * 0 + e * 4 − e * 3 )/2 /2. This example is even more transparent when we write N as the sum of the rank 2 lattice spanned by (e * 1 + e * 2 − e * 0 )/2 and (e * 3 + e * 4 − e * 0 )/2, and the rank 3 lattice spanned by (e * 0 +e * 2 −e * 1 )/2, (e * 0 +e * 1 −e * 2 )/2, (e * 0 +e * 3 −e * 4 )/2 which contains also (e * 0 +e * 4 −e * 3 )/2. Then our division of the cone u ⊥ comes by multiplying by the cone R ≥0 (e * 1 + e * 2 − e * 0 ) + R ≥0 (e * 3 + e * 4 − e * 0 ) the standard simplicial division of the 3-dimensional cone generated by (e * 0 + e * 2 − e * 1 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 1 − e * 2 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 3 − e * 4 )/2 and (e * 0 + e * 4 − e * 3 )/2 (see [Fu, p. 49] ), which in geometric terms is a small resolution of a 3-dimensional quadric cone singularity giving rise to the so-called Atiyah flop.
The same argument works whenever (u) does not contain e 0 . Then u ⊥ contains (e * 0 + e * 2 − e * 1 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 1 − e * 2 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 4 − e * 3 )/2, (e * 0 + e * 3 − e * 4 )/2 and we can make a similar division of u ⊥ using the equality Now we shall show that the above discussion can be generalized to the case of trees with more inner nodes.
Lemma 2.13. Suppose that T is a binary symmetric 3-valent tree with n inner nodes. Then for any vertex u of (T ) there exists a division of u ⊥ (or equivalently, of u ⊥ ) into a union of 2 n−1 (normalized) volume 1 simplexes. Equivalently, the cone u ⊥ can be divided into a union of simplicial cones which are regular (i.e. their generators form bases of N ).
Proof. The construction of the division will proceed along an ascending sequence of subtrees of T , starting from an inner node of T . That is, we have an ascending sequence of 3-valent trees T 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ T n = T where T i has i inner nodes and T i+1 = T i ∨M M . Forgetting the edges which are not in
The restriction of the network u to T i is a network on T i as well and we will denote it by u i . Clearly u ⊥ ∩ N(T i ) R = u ⊥ i . Now we will define the division of u ⊥ i inductively. The polytope u ⊥ 1 is just a simplex so let us assume that u ⊥ i = δ j i where j = 1, . . . , 2 i−1 and the normalized volume of δ j i with respect to the lattice N (T i ) is 1. Let v i be an inner node of T i+1 which was a leaf of T i , let e i 0 be a petiole of T i which becomes an inner edge of T i+1 , and let e i 1 and e i 2 be the two new petioles of T i+1 which contain v i . Now we argue as in 2.12. If e i 0 is in u then −(e i 0 ) * /2 ∈ u ⊥ i and we may assume that e i 1 is in u and e i 2 is not. Now from any simplex δ j i from the original division of u ⊥ i we produce two simplexes by adding a new vertex at ((e i 0 ) * + (e i 2 ) * − (e i 1 ) * )/2 and another one at either −((
If e i 0 is not in u then (e i 0 ) * /2 ∈ u ⊥ i and we make a similar construction but now we have to consider two cases: either none of e i 1 , e i 2 is in u or both are in u. In either case the discussion is similar to that in 2.12.
In terms of toric geometry the division process implies the following.
Corollary 2.14. The affine toric variety associated to the cone u ⊥ has Gorenstein terminal singularities which admit a small resolution.
Proof. The toric singularities are Cohen-Macaulay and since all the generators of the rays of u ⊥ lie on the hyperplane (4u − 2σ )( · ) = −1 the singularities in question are Gorenstein. The division into regular simplicial cones involves adding no extra ray so the appropriate resolution is small, which also implies that the original singularity is terminal.
We note that the construction of the division certainly depends on the choice of the root of the tree, and changing the root gives a flop.
Let be a fan in N R consisting of the cones u ⊥ for every u which is a vertex of (T ), and their faces. In other words, contains the cones spanned by the proper faces of ∨ (T ) (including the empty face, whose cone is the zero cone). Recall that equivariant line bundles on a toric variety are described in a standard way by piecewise linear functions on its fan (see [Oda, Sect. 2.1] or [Fu, Sect. 3.4] ). Setting | u ⊥ = u we define a continuous piecewise linear function on the fan in N R such that for every v ∈ N and e v ∈ E containing v we have (−v/2) = −1 and (v/2 − e * v ) = 0. The sections of the bundle related to (see [Oda, Prop. 2.1] or [Fu, p. 66] ) are in M ∩ (T ). Therefore the toric variety X( ) given by the fan can be identified with the original variety X( (T )) and the line bundle associated to is O X (1). On the other hand, the function 4 − 2σ assumes value −1 on the primitive vectors in rays of , which allows us to identify the anti-canonical divisor of X( ) (see [Oda, Sect 2.1] ). The result is the following.
Theorem 2.15. Let T be a 3-valent binary symmetric tree. Then the variety X(T ) is Gorenstein and Fano with terminal singularities. Moreover it is of index 4, that is, the canonical divisor K X(T ) is linearly equivalent to O X(T ) (−4).
We note the following consequence of Kodaira-Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing (see e.g. [KoMo, Sect. 2.5 
]).
Corollary 2.16. In the above situation
H i (X(T ), O(d)) = 0 for i > 0 and d ≥ −3. In particular for d ≥ 0 we have dim C H 0 (X(T ), O(d)) = h X(T ) (d), the Poincaré-Hilbert polynomial of (X(T ), O(1)).
Mutation of a tree, deformation of a model
In Example 2.6 we noted that a 4-leaf 3-valent tree can be labeled in three non-equivalent ways. We can revert it to say that given four numbered leaves we have three 3-valent labeled trees connecting these leaves. By grouping in pairs the leaves whose petioles are attached to common inner nodes we can list them as follows: (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4), and (1, 4)(2, 3). Now, given four pointed trees T i , i = 1, . . . , 4, we can produce a tree T by grafting the tree T i along the i-th leaf of a labeled 3-valent 4-leaf tree T 0 . Here are the possible configurations, e 0 denotes the inner edge of the tree T 0 : The following observation is fairly standard and it is obtained by easy induction with respect to the number of inner nodes.
Lemma 2.18. Any two 3-valent trees with the same number of leaves are mutation equivalent. Now, let us recall the basics regarding deforming subvarieties in projective space. Let B be an irreducible variety (possibly non-complete). Consider the product P m × B with the two projections p P and p B . Suppose that X ⊂ P m × B is a subscheme such that the induced projection p B|X : X → B is proper and flat. Suppose that for two points a, b ∈ B the scheme-theoretic fibers X a = X a and X b = X b are reduced and irreducible. Then we say that the subvariety X a in P m can be deformed to X b over the base B. This gives rise to a notion of deformation equivalent subvarieties of P m . Definition 2.19. Given two subvarieties X 1 , X 2 in P m we say that they are deformation equivalent if their classes are in the same connected component of the Hilbert scheme of P m .
Example 2.20. Let us consider P 7 with homogeneous coordinates indexed by sockets of a 4-leaf tree T 0 , as in Example 2.6. In P 7 we consider a family of intersections of two quadrics parametrized by an open subset B of P 2 with coordinates [t (12)(34) , t (13)(24) , t (14)(23) ]. We set B = P 2 \{[1, ε, ε 2 ] : ε 3 = 1} and over B we consider X 0 given in B ×P 7 by the equations t (12)(34) · x 1100 x 0011 + t (13)(24) · x 1010 x 0101 + t (14)(23) · x 1001 x 0110 = (t (12)(34) + t (13)(24) + t (14)(23) )x 0000 x 1111 , (t (13)(24) − t (14)(23) ) · x 1100 x 0011 + (t (14)(23) − t (12)(34) ) · x 1010 x 0101 + (t (12)(34) − t (13)(24) ) · x 1001 x 0110 = 0. ,0] and X 0 [0,0,1] , are varieties associated to three 4-leaf trees labeled by (12)(34), (13)(24) and (14)(23), respectively. On the other hand, X 0 is a complete intersection of two quadrics and the map X 0 → B is equidimensional. The latter statement follows because over B the matrix t (12)(34) t (13)(24) t (14)(23) t (12)(34) + t (13)(24) + t (14)(23) t (13)(24) − t (14)(23) t (14)(23) − t (12)(34) t (12)(34) − t (13)(24) 0 is of rank 2 hence any fiber over B is a complete intersection of two non-proportional quadrics. Hence X 0 → B is flat because of [Ei, Thm. 18.16 ]. Denote by T 0 the 4-dimensional torus associated to the lattice spanned by the leaves with coordinates χ v * i , where v i , i = 1, . . . , 4, are the leaves of T 0 . The torus T 0 acts on P 7 × B via the first coordinate, that is, for a leaf v i of T 0 and a socket κ we have
Three special fibers of the projection
Then by looking at the equations defining X 0 we see that the inclusion X 0 → P 7 × B is equivariant with respect to this action.
We also note that a rational map P 7 − → P 3 , regular outside 16 linear P 3 's, which is given by four quadrics:
defines a good quotient with respect to the action of T 0 on P 7 (cf. [B-B, 7 .1.1]). If we take a subvariety Z 0 in the product P 3 × B defined by the equations
→ B is equidimensional and X 0 is the fiber product of P 7 − → P 3 and Z 0 → P 3 . As a result the induced rational map X 0 − → Z 0 defines a good quotient of X 0 with respect to the action of T 0 [B-B, 7.1.4 ].
In what follows we construct an ambient variety which contains as locally complete intersections a flat family of varieties containing a geometric model of a tree as well as models of the tree's elementary mutations. Construction 2.21. Let T be a tree with an inner edge e 0 which contains two 3-valent inner vertices. We can write T as a graft of five trees: a labeled tree T 0 with four leaves v i , i = 1, . . . , 4, containing e 0 as an inner edge and four pointed trees (T i , i ), i = 1, . . . , 4, attached to T 0 along the respectively labeled leaves. The edges in T which have common nodes with e 0 are denoted by e i , where e i comes from a petiole of i (or v i ). Recall (see 1.13) that M(T ) and (T ) can be expressed as fiber products of M(T i ) and (T i ), respectively. That is,
Now, as in 2.5, we consider the lattice M 0 spanned on the non-trivial sockets of the tree T 0 together with the unit simplex 0 ⊂ M 0 ⊗ R and the maps M 0 → M 0 and 0 → 0 which give the inclusion X(T 0 ) ⊂ P 7 as a complete intersection of two quadrics. The forms v i , i = 1, . . . , 4, pull back to formsṽ i on M 0 . Now we define
As in Section 1.2 we define the toric variety Y = X( ). We note that, by A.4, the polytope is normal in the lattice
, which is spanned by its vertices. Also, by the construction we have the embeddings X(T ) → Y → P L which are induced by identifying generators of the corresponding graded algebras (cf. 2.5).
Lemma 2.22. The inclusions
induce a rational map
which is a good quotient map (of the set over which it is defined) with respect to the action of the 4-dimensional torus T 0 generated by the 1-parameter groups
The subvariety
is T 0 -equivariant and its quotient X is a locally complete intersection in B × Y.
Proof. The first (quotient) part is the same as in 1.19; this time however we repeat the argument for all four fiber products in question. The invariance of the variety X follows from the invariance of X 0 → B × P 7 discussed in 2.20. Finally, since X is a complete intersection in B × P 7 × 4 i=1 X(T i ) its image X is a locally complete intersection in the quotient, which is B × Y. This follows from the definition of good quotient which is locally an affine quotient Ch. 5] , hence functions defining X locally descend to functions defining X . Proof. First, the fibers in question, X [ * , * , * ] , of X → B are models of the claimed trees. Indeed, this follows from the universal properties of good quotients (cf. [B-B] ), as they are quotients of the respective products X 0 [ * , * , * ] × 4 i=1 X(T i ), which are located, as three invariant subvarieties, in X = X 0 × 4 i=1 X(T i ). This, in particular, implies that the corresponding fibers of X → B are of the expected dimension, hence are contained in a set B ⊂ P 2 over which the map in question is equidimensional. Since Y is toric it is Cohen-Macaulay and because X is locally complete intersection in Y, it is also CohenMacaulay [Ei, Prop. 18.13] . Finally, the map X → B is equidimensional, hence flat, because B is smooth (see [Ei, Thm. 18.16] Proof. This is a combination of 2.18 and 2.23.
Hilbert-Ehrhart polynomial
Definition 2.25. Given two pointed trees (T 1 , 1 ) and (T 2 , 2 ) we define their pointed graft to be the pointed tree (T , o) = (T 1 , 1 ) (T 2 , 2 ) where
and o, o 1 and o 2 are the leaves ofM M .
Example 2.26. The pointed graft of two 3-valent stars is 1 1
• By arguments used in the proof of 1.13 we also get Proposition 2.27. Let (T 1 , 1 ) and (T 2 , 2 ) be two pointed trees. Then
Let us consider a 3-dimensional lattice M = Ze 0 ⊕Ze 1 ⊕Ze 2 with a fixed tetrahedron 0 with vertices 0, e 0 + e 1 , e 0 + e 2 , e 1 + e 2 . By M ⊂ M we denote the index 2 sublattice spanned on the vertices of 0 .
Definition 2.28. Let n be a positive integer and let f n 1 = f 1 , f n 2 = f 2 be two functions defined on the set {0, . . . , n} with values in Z or, more generally, in an arbitrary ring or algebra (we use the superscript n to indicate the domain of f 's). For any k ∈ {0, . . . , n} we define
We note that is commutative, that is, f n 1 f n 2 = f n 2 f n 1 , but possibly not associative. By (f n ) m we denote the consecutive product of m copies of f n , that is, f n (f n (. . . (f n f n ) . . .). By 1 n we denote the constant function {0, . . . , n} → {1} ⊂ Z.
A function f n : {0, . . . , n} → Z will be called symmetric if f n (k) = f n (n − k).
Lemma 2.29. If f 1 = f n 1 , f 2 = f n 2 : {0, . . . , n} → Z are symmetric functions then f 1 f 2 is also symmetric and for k ≤ n/2 we have
In particular, for k ≤ n/2,
Proof. Let us look at sections of the tetrahedron n 0 with hyperplanes (e * 0 ) −1 (k). We picture the situation for n = 6 and k = 0, . . . , 6. For every k the dotted square is a suitable section of the cube n M with the lower left corner satisfying e * 1 = e * 2 = 0. Then the section of the tetrahedron is denoted with solid lines and the points of the lattice M inside the (closed) tetrahedron are denoted by •.
The definition of f 1 f 2 involves the sum of products of f i 's over the lattice points of such a section. The sections over k and n − k are obtained by reflection with respect to either e * 1 = n/2 or e * 2 = n/2. Thus if one of f i 's is symmetric then so is f 1 f 2 . On the other hand, for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − k the tetrahedron's section is a rectangle with vertices (k, 0), (0, k), (n − k, n), (n, n − k) which we divide into two triangles and a parallelogram; the division is indicated by dotted vertical line segments for boxes labeled by k = 1, 2 in the above diagram. Because the functions f i are symmetric the values of the product f 1 · f 2 are the same for two points which are symmetric with respect to the center of the square. Thus in the formula of the lemma we take the value f 1 (a)f 2 (b) for all integral pairs (a, b) in the left hand side triangle and multiply it by 2 (that yields the first summand in the formula) and add the sum over the parallelogram.
Example 2.30. We note that (1 n ) 2 (k) = (k + 1)(n − k + 1) is the number of lattice points in the rectangle used in the argument in the above proof of 2.29. On the other hand, by using the formula from 2.29 one gets
Let us recall that given a lattice polytope ⊂ M R , we define the Ehrhart function h as follows:
If moreover is normal, as in Section 1.2, then h = h X( ) where the latter is the Poincaré-Hilbert polynomial of (X( ), O(1)), which, by definition, is equal to dim C H 0 (X( ), O(m)) for m 0 (cf. 1.16). 
We note that, clearly, n k=0 f n ,v (k) = h (n) is the usual Ehrhart function. Thus, for normal polytopes the above definition can be restated in a purely geometric fashion. 
Proof. The two definitions of are consistent.
Example 2.34. By using 2.30 we find out that
which is the Poincaré-Hilbert polynomial of (P 3 , O(1)), while
, which is the Poincaré-Hilbert polynomial of the intersection of two quadrics in P 7 .
Theorem 2.35. Consider three pointed trees (T i , i ), i = 1, 2, 3, with relative Ehrhart functions f n i = f n i associated to the polytopes (T i ), respectively. Then
Proof. Let denote the distinguished leaf of the result of the operation on the trees. Then the relative Ehrhart functions f n 1 f n 2 f n 3 and f n 1 (f n 2 f n 3 ) are respectively related to the following trees, each of which is obtained by an elementary mutation from the other:
T 2 Now we repeat Construction 2.21, with obvious modifications. Namely, we define a polytope
where 0 is the unit simplex as in 2.5. We define a toric variety Y = X( ) with the embedding in P L and the action of the group λ . Next, as in 2.22 we define a subvariety X ⊂ B ×Y such that the projection p B : X → B is flat and its two fibers are varieties associated to the above two pointed trees (see 2.23). By flatness the sheaf (p B ) * (p * Y (O(n))) is locally free for each n ≥ 0 (see [Ha, III.9 .9, III.12.9] and 2.16). Moreover, by construction, the action of the group λ on Y leaves X ⊂ B × Y invariant, as noted in 2.20. Finally, the decomposition into eigenspaces of the action of λ on H 0 (Y, O(n)) restricts to a corresponding eigenspace decomposition of the action of λ on the fibers of
This implies that the dimension of those eigenspaces is locally constant with respect to b ∈ B, hence the relative Ehrhart function of fibers of p B is constant, which concludes the argument.
Let us underline the fact that although the invariance of the Hilbert polynomial is a standard property of a flat family the above result is about the invariance of the family with respect to an action of a 1-parameter group, the group λ in our case.
Theorem 2.35 implies that the operation on the relative Ehrhart functions of polytopes of 3-valent trees is not only commutative (which is obvious from its definition) but also associative. This implies that the function depends neither on the shape of the trees in question nor on the location of the leaf. Therefore we have the following formula which allows one to compute the Hilbert-Ehrhart polynomial very efficiently. Proof. We can assume that the simplex 1 has vertices 0, e 1 , . . . , e r and 2 has vertices 0, f 1 , . . . , f s . Suppose that x ∈ (M 1 ) R × (M 2 ) R is as follows: In order to prove the lemma we will find r + m − 1 positive numbers c i,j indexed by some pairs (i, j ) ∈ {1, . . . , r} × {1, . . . , m} such that where the sum is over the chosen pairs (for the other pairs (i, j ) the coefficients c i,j are assumed to be zero) and the set of corresponding vectors e i + f j together with f m , . . . , f s can be modified via addition and subtraction to the standard basis e 1 , . . . , e r , f 1 , . . . , f s .
The coefficients c i,j are defined inductively according to the following rules. The first coefficient is c 1,1 = min{a 1 , b 1 }. Suppose that the last coefficient defined is c i 0 ,j 0 . If (i 0 , j 0 ) = (r, m) then we are done so assume that it is not the case. Then, because of our assumption that the sequences (a i ) and j . The last condition ensures that 1 (x) = 2 (x) and it is the only condition which cannot be perturbed as in the proof of the previous lemma.
We write x = x 0 +x 1 where x 0 = a 0 i e 0 i + b 0 j f 0 j and x 1 = a 1 i e 1 i + b 1 j f 1 j and we repeat the proof of A.2 for x 0 and x 1 separately. The only difference is that, because of the equality a 1 i = b 1 j , the construction will give r 1 + s 1 − 1 coefficients c 1 i,j and associated pairs of vectors e 1 i + f 1 j , which will enable us to write x 1 = c 1 i,j (e 1 i + f 1 j ). is chosen then so is either e 1 i+1 + f 1 j or e 1 i + f 1 j +1 (but not both). We have to prove that any vector e 1 i + f 1 j , where i = 1, . . . , r 1 , j = 1, . . . , s 1 , can be obtained as an integral coefficient sum of the r 1 +s 1 −1 vectors chosen in our algorithm. But this follows because Proof. The fiber product of 1 and 2 is covered by fiber products of simplexes from the unimodular covers of each of them. Thus the result follows by A.3.
Since the polytope of the star 3-valent tree is a unit tetrahedron, because of 1.13, by induction on the number of inner nodes we get the following result.
Proposition A.5. If T is a trivalent tree then its polytope (T ) in M(T ) has a unimodular covering, hence it is normal.
Both matrices were computed by [polymake] . We note that although both polytopes have the same number of faces of the same dimension their incidences are different (indicated in boldface).
